
This fotonovela is a composite counterstory (Cook & Dixon, 2012) that 
draws from myriad sources, ranging from personal experiences to 
researcher field notes and photographs to interviews with park-goers to 
crowdsourced reviews of the park across three popular websites. As a 
type of counterstory, it speaks back to the deficit-oriented dominant 
narrative of the park, with a focus on alternative notions of what 
constitutes comfort in the park setting from an insider’s point of view. 

In countering that story, it also functions as speculative fiction (Heinlein, 
1947) through its meditation on what a more affirmative and 
equity-oriented future of the park could be, a future that recognizes a 
more inclusive community understanding of comfort and by extension, 
more comfortable sharing of the space. In the story we see John the 
outsider come to appreciate the many opportunities for comfort in a 
space previously foreign to him. In particular, the Central American 
custom of sharing food with guests re-orients John into a more intimate 
position, causing him to reconsider his positionality. 

When viewed in concert with the thick map, it becomes possible to 
further visualize the ways in which John’s initial view of the park existed 
in diametric opposition to his ultimate understanding of the space and 
his place in it. Through the dynamic act of layering interpretations of 
comfort in the park, we simulate the development of more nuanced 
understandings of comfort for John and future park-goers as well. 

El fo
ráneo

El local

 comfort

awoken by the commotion, 
carlos says to himself...
“This makes me so happy, look 
at all the guests I have today!”

a cultural festival commences in macarthur park.

must be a trump 
supporter

im not going to spend our family 
time with you but just look at the 
park, the joy. isn’t this what 
america is about? coming together, 
celebrating differences and breathing
the same air?

i bet you wouldn’t come back at night 
and tell me that! i hate it here, full of 
scum robbing people and selling drugs.

hey how’s it going amigo? it’s going well friend

hey ladies! you know what im talking ‘bout! 
one nation, one culture, Under god! what an idiot

using his white male
privilege to take up space

hey folks, how do you 
like my sign?

awww you don’t like 
it?i wish i cared

man its hot and gosh this 
food stinks, no wonder they’re all 
overweight. it seems like 
grease is a food group here

good afternoon everyone!
we are so excited to have you all
here, my people, mi gente

el salvador, nicaragua, 
guatemala, korea...
enjoy the park today!

what a 
vibe killer

at least he’s 
leaving

welcome to 

macarthur park!

no thanks, im having my own a
merican party right here

After hearing about John’s antics,
Rogelio brings him a plate of food
as a way to invite him to the festivities 

you know... como se llama, pay it forward!
try these tamales, they are a delicious mexican treat, you’ll like it.

why are you doing this?

growing up in mexico it didnt matter how poor we were, guests ate 
the best food we had. it’s those personal connections that make us 
feel comfortable here. you amigo, are our guest, welcome to our home 
away from home.

here come mary and kate, 
proud downtown feminists!!

food for thought...

rogelio, the master of ceremonies
kicks off the festivites.

   We were all immigrants once, 
  whether we’re white, Black, or     
   Purple. Am I right?
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